INTRODUCTION
THE intensity of selection, i, yields an estimate of the mean, in standard deviations, of a portion of a normal curve truncated by selection. It is estimated from standard tables by the ratio /p (Falconer, 1960) and has itself been tabulated in terms of s, the selection rate that determines the point of truncation. The fullest tabulation is that of Falconer (1965) . In genetics, its commonest use is in calculations relating to response to selection; here, in view of the uncertainties attaching to estimates of heritability and standard deviations, great accuracy in i is hardly appropriate. Easy approximations would therefore have their uses. Further, there are circumstances in which theoretical studies of response to selection in devising breeding plans would be eased by algebraic approximations for i. An example is provided by Smith (1969) who suggested, in an animal breeding context:
which fits very well in a middling range of s. I have felt the need for approximations for i in two quite different contexts: in clonal plant breeding problems and in reconstructing crop yields from selected samples, situations in which s may be outside the range covered by Smith's formula. This note suggests two other approximations for i which may be useful in special circumstances.
RESULTS
Plotted against s, the curve of i shows a pronounced fiexure around s = 0-1 -02. I suggest (table 1) two equations covering respectively the range of general interest to plant breeders (s<04) and the range of interest in making minor adjustments to means (s>02). Neither equation covers the awkward fiexure (s = 0-1-0.2) at all well but the fits in the defined ranges are excellent: at lower s, the error in i does not exceed 0l0 and, at higher s, 006. Smith's formula fits well over an intermediate range ( 
